COAST NEWs
COALITION FOR SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORTATION
Walk-Bike-Bus-Rail
COAST provides advocacy, education and outreach to improve
transportation options in the Santa
Barbara and Ventura regions, promoting rail, bus, bike, and pedestrian access.

How to reach us
COAST
P.O. Box 2495
Santa Barbara, CA 93120
Phone: (805) 875-3562
info@coast-santabarbara.org
www.coast-santabarbara.org

E-mail discussion list
Participate in discussions of local
and regional transportation issues;
receive notices of meetings and
events. Subscribing is free and
easy. Just visit:

http://groups.google.com/group/
coastsb

COAST General Meeting
Our General Meetings discuss
transportation issues affecting
the Santa Barbara region. Meetings are open to the public. Location: 11 E. Carrillo Street,
Santa Barbara. They are held
the second Wednesday of each
month, 12 noon to 1:15 pm.
Please check our website for
updates.

Walking Wednesdays
COAST organizes monthly walking tours on the fourth Wednesday of each month March thru
October that are free and open
to the public. Check our website
for schedule.

Support COAST
COAST depends on you to create better transportation options
in Santa Barbara and beyond.
Support COAST by making a
donation. Just use the enclosed
envelope. Thank you!
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Reimagine State Street
By Eva Inbar

There is much
discussion
currently about the
state of State
Street, the beloved heart of
Santa
Barbara.
Businesses
are
struggling,
and
too many storefronts are vacant.
Iconic stores, like
Macy’s and Saks
Fifth Avenue, are
closing. What to
do?
The
American
Pearl Street in Boulder, CO. Could State Street look like this?
Institute of Architects (AIA) held a workshop on Saturday, and artists’ booths, dance troupes and
October 21st, to explore options to revital- exercise classes for people to participate
ize State Street. The workshop, or in. Car free zones are successful the
“charrette,” displayed an impressive world over in all the places we love to
amount of talent and creativity. Santa visit. They are also successful in this
Barbara can be proud of its architects! country, with Boulder’s Pearl Street, DenOne idea the architects proposed was ver’s Sixteenth Street Mall and Santa
adding housing to the State Street corri- Monica’s Third Street Promenade being
dor. The ground level would still be prime examples. People love the experistores, restaurants and other businesses, ence and businesses are thriving. People
but the floors above could be apartments. living on State Street would have the adSome people could live above their vantage of living on a street with no cars
– no noise, no fumes, no traffic danger.
shops, as they did in the old days. There
They could just step out their front door
could also be live-work spaces for small and stroll with other people. They would
entrepreneurs. The architects were also be a built-in customer base for State
intrigued with Santa Barbara’s unique Street businesses. Young people these
paseo system that allows walkers to get days are more interested in experiences
inside a block and would like to develop it than in accumulating stuff. They like to
more. Some of the groups even proposed live in an urban environment. State Street
creating a car free zone on State Street. as a car free plaza could be an exciting
urban experience for residents and tourLet’s check out this idea. How about ists alike.
making a stretch of State Street a place
for walking, biking and meeting people in We believe a State Street Promenade is
a car free plaza? The larger paseo would an idea whose time has come. We are
connect with the existing smaller ones planning a forum in January to brainstorm
that are so popular. People of all ages what it could be like. Please visit our
and abilities could move about freely. website, including our blog, for more
Stores could spread out and restaurants photos and updated information on the
would have more opportunity to set up forum.
tables outside. There would be musicians

The Accomplishment Gap: Why is Santa Barbara falling behind?
By Alex Pujo

Milpas at the Hwy 101 onramp: Many areas in 'The Cradle of the Environmental Movement' are overrun by auto-mobility,
and the commuters that Santa Barbara depends on.

Longtime residents often wonder why our region, once
lauded as the cradle of the environmental movement and a
leader in planning circles, now lags behind when it comes
to getting anything done.

The irony is that much of what Santa Barbara desperately
needs can be accomplished rather easily. To begin with,
we need lots of paint. To paint green bikeways is nowhere
as complex as building the class I networks of the 1970s
but, to hear the bureaucrats, this is asking for the sky.
There is also no excuse for the treacherous gaps on Upper
State over 101, access to City College, Hollister at Old
Town and other glaring system deficiencies. And no excuse either for delaying the prompt implementation of
‘buffered’ lanes.

Call it ‘the accomplishment gap’: During the 30 years that
we spent debating a ‘people mover’ on State Street, a trolley from Carpinteria to Isla Vista and a commuter train
from Oxnard to Goleta -and we ended up instead with a
wider freeway- Los Angeles, a city of freeways, built hundreds of miles of commuter rail, light rail lines of every color, subways under dense corridors and metro bus stretch- Another ‘low hanging fruit’ is the implementation of traffic
ing out to the valleys.
calming area-wide with improved intersections, road diets
and re-striping. These are not big or expensive projects,
And how about housing –the other side of the transporta- but they require a clear vision and sharp focus.
tion equation? Along with rebuilding a transit network, Los
Angeles more than tripled its downtown population and is The same is true with housing, as small scale solutions are
no longer deserted after 5 pm. And Santa Barbara? perfectly fine for communities like ours. Sacramento has
Well… we debated endlessly about adding small rentals recently enacted a series of laws aimed at removing local
with less parking closer to town, but built precious little - barriers to the construction of accessory dwelling units
and we are still talking about that.
(ADUs). Since SB 1069 went into effect on January 1 st of
this year, the City of Santa Barbara received 230 applicaWhile basic fixes move at a glacial pace, the conversation tions; most of them are still sitting there, in spite of the
at City Hall gets bogged down by parking, fear of change state’s directive to approve them within 120 days. And a
and “we need another study”. There is nothing wrong with good number of these ADU applications are for legalizing
big projects, like the proposal to fix the lower State Street units already built or converted without permits, many of
underpass but, why do the small fixes take so long, or nev- them decades ago.
er get done?
There is never a shortage of calls for caution, to measure
This article is written in the aftermath of a big municipal twice and ‘what ifs?’, but the status quo is not the answer
election when Santa Barbara, by a small margin, avoided for everyone who lives and works in Paradise -not for
electing as Mayor the one candidate who has consistently those forced to commute, to hide in substandard housing
denied climate change and advocated against active trans- or to risk life and limb on foot, or on two wheels.
portation and smart growth policies. The reason for this
political morass is not that sustainability and the environ- A larger vision is something that takes into consideration
ment are no longer important to a majority of voters, but architectural design, human scale, historic preservation,
rather because there is not a clear, shared vision for a sus- public views and community character, but never at the
tainable future –something tangible that goes beyond pro- expense of environmental justice.
tecting what we already have.

Tribute to Cyclist Jean

By Marianne Henry

Editor’s Note: Our dear friend, Jean Thomson, passed volunteered
with
away from cancer in January, 2016, at age 57. She was a
the helmet fitting
great champion of walking, biking and Safe Routes to
School. This tribute is by her close friend, Marianne Henry. program and bike
rodeos at different
Jean had many good friends and a number of nicknames primary and secsuch as lamb chop and honey bunch, but the most de- ondary
schools.
scriptive was her email address: Cyclist Jean.
Because they lived
on a hill overlookJean was a committed bicycle commuter. Of the many
ing the ocean there
things that defined the essence of Jean it was bicycling
was always that
and ocean swimming that tied it all together. In fact, she
last hill to contend
coined the term ‘Barbie Dolls’ for us because we
with. But she took
changed outfits a lot: bike clothes to ride to work, change
this all in stride.
into work clothes, then into swim clothes for a noon
swim, back into the bike outfit, put on the work clothes, Cyclist Jean and
and don bike clothes again for the ride home (uphill!).
her husband also
used their bikes for
Unlike Barbie, Jean was not into outfits and high heels.
cross country travHer idea of great attire was a bright yellow bike jacket.
eling adventures: a
This became one of her trademark gifts to her bicycle
six-week trip from
friends. She even had neon yellow panniers!
Yellowstone to SaJean was involved in many community causes that advo- linas, Seattle to
cated for safe bicycle routes. In the late 1990’s she was Idaho Falls via
NP,
on the Board of Directors and the Planning Committee Banff/Jasper
Chair for the SB Bicycle Coalition. According to Robert and a stint in New
Bernstein, she would round people up and turn them out Zealand where one
for critical meetings at the Board of Supervisors and City week of flat tires
Council. Jean had a talent for getting people to turn out in and rain had worn
big numbers at key meetings. She must’ve had a 100% them down a bit.
record for passing votes on the issues she rallied people Jean called her
parents to tell them
for.
they were thinking
Passing on her passion for alternative transportation to about going home
their children was important to Jean and her husband, early and her mom
David. Their chosen home was within biking distance and encouraged her to
near a convenient bus route to work and school. Jean “throw in the towel”. Hearing that--- Above, Jean ca. 2015 at Shoreline Drive.
She advocated for the bikepath. At left,
there was no way the author with David Ramsthaler and
they were not gofriends of Jean at Shoreline Drive in
October, 2017.
ing to finish!
Throwing in the towel was never Jean’s style. No doubt
her life changed drastically in the face of cancer. But
Jean did not let that define her. When she was undergoing treatments, of course, she was riding her bike downtown for her appointments. Uphill or not, adversity aside,
Jean lived by her values and she lived life with zest and
passion and inspired others to do the same.
I learned a great deal from my dear friend, Jean, and if I
squint I can still see her riding down Cathedral Oaks
Road in her bright yellow jacket, heading up that last hill.
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Raise Money for COAST
when you shop at Amazon!

Please join us for a festive
Holiday Happy Hour
Thursday, December 14th, 5-7 P.M.
at El Paseo Restaurant, 813 Anacapa Street.
Fall Gathering 2017: Honoree Dru van Hengel (center) with elected officials

We thank our Individual Supporters
We thank these people who joined COAST or renewed their support during the past
three months: Frank Schmidt, John Cinatl, Rod and Susan Hersberger, Eva Inbar, Vijaya Jammalamadaka, Neil and Suzanne Ablitt, Michael Bennett, Marty and Joe Blum,
Marc Chytilo and Nancy Weiss, Susan Epstein, Tim Harding, David Landecker, Julia
Lowell, Stephen Murdoch, Don Olson and Nancy Franco, Deborah Schwartz and Hap
Ziegler, Aliza and Fred Shima, Bob Simon, Dennis Thompson, Corey and Jill Anderson, Debra Brinkman, Dave and Jean Davis, Heather Deutsch, Barbara Lindemann,
Nancy Murdock, Frank Peters, Ann Pizzinat, Alex and June Pujo, Martha Siegel, Mary
Anne Theilmann, Rori Trovato, Rich and Gail Untermann, Harvey and Janet Wolf, Linda Hill, Mark Bradley, Robert Else, Meredith McMinn, Sally Tannenbaum.

It’s
easy.
Just
go
to
Smile.Amazon.com, then to
Your Account and select Coalition for Sustainable Transportation as your preferred
charity. A portion of your purchase with go to COAST at no We thank the McCune Foundation, Sansum Clinic, Corey and Jill Anderson, Stephen
cost to you. Thank you!
Murdoch, Allen Construction, Harrison Design Associates, Deckers Brands, Martha
Siegel, Santa Barbara City College Foundation, Pujo & Associates, SBMTD.

We thank our Major Supporters

